Differentiation of High-Grade Glioma and Intracranial Metastasis Using Volumetric Diffusion Tensor Imaging Tractography.
A reliable, noninvasive method to differentiate high-grade glioma (HGG) and intracranial metastasis (IM) has remained elusive. The aim of this study was to differentiate between HGG and IM using tumoral and peritumoral diffusion tensor imaging characteristics. A semiautomated script generated volumetric regions of interest (ROIs) for the tumor and a peritumoral shell at a predetermined voxel thickness. ROI differences in diffusion tensor imaging-related metrics between HGG and IM groups were estimated, including fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity, total fiber tract counts, and tract density. The HGG group (n = 46) had a significantly higher tumor-to-brain volume ratio than the IM group (n = 35) (P < 0.001). The HGG group exhibited significantly higher mean fractional anisotropy and significantly lower mean diffusivity within peritumoral ROI than the IM group (P < 0.05). The HGG group exhibited significantly higher total tract count and higher tract density in tumoral and peritumoral ROIs than the IM group (P < 0.05). Tumoral tract count and peritumoral tract density were the most optimal metrics to differentiate the groups based on receiver operating characteristic curve analysis. Predictive analysis using receiver operating characteristic curve thresholds was performed on 13 additional participants. Compared with correct clinical diagnoses, the 2 thresholds exhibited equal specificities (66.7%), but the tumoral tract count (85.7%) seemed more sensitive in differentiating the 2 groups. Tract count and tract density were significantly different in tumoral and peritumoral regions between HGG and IM. Differences in microenvironmental interactions between the tumor types may cause these tract differences.